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ition
lN 1994, people danced in the streets
after the results of the elections wene
announced. How far have we come in
the five years since that time? Not far
enough, The elections were a great
victory because they ended legalised
racism in South Africa- the
oppressive laws created by the
bosses to ensure an endless suPPlY
of super-cheap Black labour.
But while the law has changed,
conditions on the ground have not.
Working and poor people have been
increasingly impatient with the slow
pace of "delivery" of the goods and
services promised in the 1994
elections. Worried about its election
prospects, the ANC has done its best
to excuse the broken promises. lt has
manipulated the loyalty of many

workers to blame the failure of delivery
on unnamed "forces" who want to
return South Africa to the past. lt has
done its best to label critics anti-
patriotic or right-wing. And it has
asserted its domination in the Tripartite
Alliance, demanding that COSATU and
SACP toe the line and stop criticising
ANC policies.
Of cource, there are right-wing forces in
South Africa. But the NP left the
Government of national Unity years
ago, As for the other big conservative
group, the lFP, the ANC is hinting of a
merger between Congress and the lFP.
The real blame for the ANC's lack of
delivery lies in its GEAR (Growth
Employment and Redistribution) policy.
GEAR is an attack on the jobs, incomes
and social services of the working

class. lt is based on the idea that the bosses
must be allowed to make more profits frorn
cheap labour. So instead of taking money
from the bosses and using it to benefit the
Black working class majority, the ANC policy
tells the bosses to become richer, promising
the poor that crumbs from the bosses'
banquet table will fall to them.
However, we do not see the solution to
GEAR as a new party to replace the ANC.
The ANG did not adopt GEAR because it was
"bad". ANC adopted GEAR because the
bosses -who include many top ANC
members and funders- demanded GEAR. We
live in a time of class war- watr by the
employers against the working class. The
only solution can be mass struggle, not
elections - THE UNION lS YOUR PARW, THE
STRUGGLE IS YOUR VOTE.
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The Alliance: An unhappy marriage
Communists must choose GEAR or the workers

"Nationalisation is the fundamental policy af the ANC"- rYe/son Mandela, 1990.

"Privatisation is the fundamental policy of the ANC", Nelson Mandela, 1994.

At the heart of current problems
within the Tripartite Alliance (ANC,
SA Communist Party, COSATU) is
a central fault line- GEAR. There is
a conflict between two basic
agendas- the GEAR programme of
privatisation, retrenchment, and
cuts in government
spending, and the
demands of the Black
working class for
redistribution and
empowerment. The two
agendas are mutually
incompatible. That is, the
two agendas cannot be
reconciled. This is the
basic factor undermining
the Alliance, splitting it
into two ffimps: ANC,
which supports GEAR,
and SACP/COSATU,
which do not.
TRADITIONAL
MARRIAGE
Leaders in both sides
have trled to cover up the
divisions. The ANC's
basic approach has been
to try and silence
criticlsm of GEAR. This is
why Thabo Mbeki and
Nelson Mandela have
lectured both the SACP
congres$ and the
COSATU central
committee mini-
conference that the ANC
retreat on GEAR. The ANC
approach is this: to save the failing
marriage by assertlng the authority
of the ANC as head of the
household^ The ANC is not looking

The SA Gommunist Parfy originally entered into
alliance with the ANC because it believed the ANC
was the main force for progressive change in South
Africa.
This position can not be lustified after the events of
the 1998 SACP eonference.

ll/ rtr kers S ol i dar i ty : I he v o ic e af anar c h a - sy nd i c s I i s nr

COSATU must be independent

for a democratic family, instead, it is
telling its partners to toe the line and
know their place. At the SACP
congress, Mbeki went so far as to
claim opponents of GEAR remind him
of White right-wingers. When Mandela
spoke, delegates were instructed, like

little chrldren, to stop singing Asifune
GEAR. The ANC is skilfully
manipulating workers loyal$ to
Congress to silence workers voices
and to impose anti-worker poiicies.

DISCUS$ION DOCUMENT
The recent Alliance dlscussion document
that hints at a review of GEAR does not
change the situation. ANC blames the
failure of GEAR to create jobs and growth
on international factors {the world

economy is in depression),
and on slow implementation.
It does not see any basic
problem in GEAR itself.
Therefore it is certain that
ANC will NOT retreat on
GEAR. Could the document
be an attempt to create a
mirage of consultation so
near the elections?
SOCIALISM!
SACP members must now
choose- either the alliance
with the ANC (and GEAR),
or the fight for socialism and
workers power.
COSATU members must
chsose- to turn the
organi*ation into an
independent fighting
rnovement of the working
class, or to be reduced to a
"silent partner" which cannot
challenge anti-worker
policies like privatisation,
and which tries to solve all
problems by "discussions in
the alliance".
Workers must begin to
break from Congress.
MBEKI IS NOT A WORKER

will not AND MUST NOT. TELL THE UNIONQ
WHAT TO DO.

t this conference the in the clearest
posslble terms that the ANG was NOT going to get rid of
the anti-worker GEAR policY.
lf the SACP stands for the workers struggle, and for
socialism, then it must realise the Alliance with the ANG
no longer serves a progrebsive purpose. A vote for ANC
in the next elections is a vote for GEAR.



Workers Solidarity: the voice of anarcho-syndicalism

Vote with struggle, not paper
IS PARLIAMENT
PROGRESSIVE?
It is better to live under
a parliamentary
government than under
a racist dictatorship. At
least under the
parliament we have
basic rights of free
speech and free
association. The laws
are not based on race,
but claim to be
opposed to all
discrimination. ln
addition, labour law has
been improved in some
respects- notably the
extension of union
rights to farm workers
and domestics.
However, parliament is
not now, nor will it ever
be, a road to workers
freedom. The State as
a whole (courts, police,
soldiers, government
bureaucracy, min istries,
parliament) is not a
neutral tool. lt was set
up because we live in a
capitalist society
divided between rich
and poor. The rich -the
bosses and top
government officials-
exploit the poor- all the
workers, the
unemployed, the labour tenants. The government exists to
enforce the power of this minority over the rest of us.

WHERE DOES GOVERNMENT COME FROM?
Class divisions emerged when people invented agriculture
many thousands of years ago. Once farming began, more
food was produced than was needed. The extra- the
surplus- was taken over by a small group who stopped
working and began to live as parasites on the majority.
This small group - the ruling class- took control over the
surplus by stealing the land and tools from the rest of the
people. The armed force of the State was used to make
and defend this process.
This is what happened in the days of ancient Egypt,
Rome, and China. What is called "civilisation" was in fact
the emergence of brutal exploitation, leaving as its
monuments the useless ruins of tombs and monuments
for kings and other ruling class figures. These buildings
are symbols of greed and brutality, not of achievement.

IS PARLIAMENT A
DEMOCRATIC SYSTEM?
ln the old days, the exploited
majority was usually slaves and
peasants. Today, the exploited are
"wage-slaves"- the working class
and poor. Our modern system is
not slavery but capitalism, based
on big corporations and
governments owning all the land,
factories, mines, and offices.
ln alltimes, the exploited majority -
the oppressed class- has always
fought back, There is a class
struggle between the oppressed
class and the ruling class.
The struggle of the working class
has forced some concessions from
the ruling class. Parliament is one
of them. But parliament is a
double-edged sword. On the one
hand, the existence of a parliament
means that the ruling class has
been forced to give some basic
rights to the working class.
On the other hand, though,
parliament is still part of the
capitalist state. Parliament is only
400 seats in a vast machine in
which most real decisions are
taken by unelected, faceless, toP
officials such as permanent
secretaries and directors. lf a
parliament got out of hand, it would
be overthrown by the ruling class,
probably through a military coup or
by foreign intervention, invasion,
"dirty tricks", and the flight of

money out of the country. Real power is not in parliament but
in the army and police, the top levels of officials, and company
boardrooms.
DOES PARLIAMENT LEAD TO SELL OUTS?
It is rare that extreme steps need to be taken- the "sweet life"
of the average paid politician means that they soon lose touch
with people on the ground, and become co-opted to the ruling
class. The power of the ruling class, and the co-option of the
politicians, ensures that it is business as usual- and the ruling
class gets the decisions made that it wants. How many of the
comrades of yesteryear now support privatisation,
retrenchments, and capitalism (with a few more Black faces at
the top)? This problem has taken place again and again, and
in country after country. lt has led to the downfall or sell out of
every single socialist party that has ever put a foot in

parliament. But even if parliament were a way forward, we
would still oppose it. Freedom must be brought about by the
direct action of ordinary people everywhere - not by the.
actions of mere 400 "leaders" who take decisions for us'
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The Union is your Party
- the Struggle is your Vote

Comrades sometimes say: if we'do
not vote, how can we make our
voice heard? The answer is that the
workers and the poor can be heard
through the democratic civics and
trade unions
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lYrtrkers Solidari4.,: the voice of anarcho-syndicalism

Zimbabwe: 'nThis is class war'n
"You can remave leaders, but notthe cause.Ihfs is elass wartare, between the havas and the have-nots"

Morgan Tsvangirai, general secretary of the Zimbabwe Congress of Trade Unions, December 1997.

... in the citie$,, .
90% of Zimbabwe's 1,? million
workers supported a generalstrike
on March 3 and 4. The general
strike was called to fight the anti-
worker policies af the Mugabe
regime, The strike was called to
demand the removal of an increase
in VAT of 2.5o/a as well as a special
5% tax called the "development
levy". About 60% of workers wages
are eaten by tax. VAT is 17,5o1o. The
strike was catled by the 400,000-
strong Zimbabwe Congress of
Trade Unions (ZCTU)^ ZCTU is the
national union federation. The
ZCTU was originally based mostly
in the privaie sector. But the
powerful Public Servants
Association is now a member of
ZCTU.
The regime is trying desperately to
defeat the ZCTU. Two days after
the March 1998 strike, the ZCTU's
Bulawayo offices were burned
down. Before the strike President
Mugabe threatened the trade
unions: "we have rees rn

violence". Worker militants report that
they live in fear of their lives, and are
being watched by the police. Officials
in the Ministry of Public Services,
Labour and Social Affairs have been
ordered to work out a way to
"delegalise" the ZCTU.
At the May Day rally, enthusiastic
workers unions threatened a S-day
generalstrike to back up their
demands. They alsa called for a R590
minimum wage. The strike was called
off after government made iast minute
promises to drop the taxes. However,
government is certain to push up
prices on basic goods. ln January
1998, this resulted in 3 days of food
riots. Similar events are certain to
lecur.

... and on the land ...
Meanwhile rural workers and
peasants are also tui'ning to mass
action. For nearly 20 years the
government has been making and
breaking promises to redistribute land.
ln mid-June hundreds of peasants
occupied 4 white-owned farms in the
Marondera area of Mashonaland East.

The occupiers denounced the
government's broken promises on land
redistribution. Land invasions also took
place in the Nyamandlovu district north of
Bulawayo. About 800 landless peasants
and former liberation war guerrillas vowed
not to move until the government allocated
land for resettlement. The crowd was
mainly made up of women. ln both cases,
government officials convinced
demonstrators to withdraw, by promising
that the latest empty land reform promises
would be made reali$.
Meanwhile riot police were ealled out to
dealwith striking farm workers in late July.
The workers were demanding a 50% wage
rise to cope with the rapidly rising cost of
living, and blockaded a road east of
Harare. Meanwhile the politicians are
lining their nests. Mugabe, for example,
spent R2,2 rnillion of a housing fund for
the poor on a giant 30-room mansion for
his wife in 1996. This year he is having a
new, 24 room, mansion built- at the cost of
R1 million

Child stands next to a burnt out truck in Harare, 5 Novemberl998



Worker,E Solidarin,: the voice of arwrcho-syndicalism

"Farm killings'n: the real criminals
The real violence on the land is not
criminal attacks on farmers- it is the
farmers' exploitation and oppression
of workers and labour tenants.

CONSERVATIVE
According to the conservative
Citizen newspaper, there were 114
farm attacks in the between March
and May 1998. White farmers and
right-wing groups have used this
situation to demand more
government protection, and have
promised to set up private armies
with helicopters and assault troops
for self-defence. The Freedom Front
has warned of race war on the iand.
The Conservative Parly as usual
thinks there is a
"communist plof'
and has
produced
obviously false
documents to
prove it.

However, there
is little evidence
that there is a
secret armed
struggle
movement on
the land.
ln the face of
these right-wing
threats, the ANC
government has

fallen over itself
to reassure
farmers that 90%
of all crimes have been solved.
WRONG
What is wrong with this picture? For
one thing, very few "farm attacks"
involve murders, despite what the
media claims. Even the Citizen
admits onty 6 peoplb were killed in
over 30 "attacks" in May 1998.
Secon4 the real violence on the
Iand is NOT the farm attacks- it is
the reign of crime against
workers and lahour tenants and
th ei r fam i I ies by ffi e FAR,1fERS.

CRIME ON WORKERS
The media has systematicallY
ignored mass evictions of farm
tenants and farmworkers,
particularly in KwaZulu Natal and
the Northern Province- here
farrners, fearing land reform, and

1994 farm workers march against evictions and harassment . Source: NLC

mainly based on the plantations,
particularty in forestry which
plantations linked to Paper
companies.
I'VHAT IS VIOLENGE?
If we talk about violence on the land,
we must talk not just about a tinY

number of farmers falling victim to
crime. We must talk about brutal
incidents such as the farmer and his
sons who were recentlY charged for
dragging a worker behind a tractor for
several hundred meters, or the
shooting of six month old Thobile
Angeline Zwane near Benoni in April
this year. These are the tiP of the
iceberg. These cases are also
unusual- because these cases were
actually prosecuted- most such
violence goes unreported.

introducing new labour-saving
machinery, have thrown tens of
thousands of workers out of
employment.
UNION BIASHING
Violent and repressive labour
relations remain the norm on the
farms. Before the 1995 Labour
Relations Act, farmworkers had no
rights to form trade unions and
organise for better conditions. But
little has changed since. COSATU
has established a farmworkers' union,
which claims 30,000 members- the
South African Agricultural Plantation
and Allied Workers' Union
(SAAPAWU) is. But SAAPAWU is

RICH VERSUS POOR
We must also talk about the violence of
oppression and exploitation. \l/hen tens
of thousands of people are thrown off the
land into destitution, when millions of
workers and tenants receive incomes of
under R300 a nnonth, are we not talking
about a crime? Are we not talking about
the crime of rich versus poor? Who are
the worst criminais in the countryside?
Robbers with guns, or robbers with
farms? 68% of the rura! population lives
in extreme poverty, yet about 87o/o of all
land is owned by about 100,000 farmers.
The worst crimes in the rural areas are
not attacks on farms but attacks on
millions of farmworkers and labour

tenants. Although some
actions like actual
murder are illegal, it is
NOT illegal to evict
farmworkers or to pay
low wages or for a tiny
minority to own all the
land and to exploit the
millions who live on it.

ln fact, this is bosses'
justice- you can be
arrested for refusing to
be evicted from the
farm you have lived on
all your life- you can be
arrested for squatting
on unused land if You
have no place to go.

Attacks on farmers are
the product of rural
poverty. People with no

way of surviving through honest work are
often forced into crime.

WORKERS JUSTICE
The real way to end rural crime - the real
way in fact to remove crime more
generally' is to create the basis for a
better life for all. The way to fight back
for justice for workers is to fight for better
conditions and land redistribution. This
will NEVER come through politicians.

ANC land reform policy is based on the
idea that workers must buy land back
from farmers. How can we buY it if we
have no money?
The only way foruvard here is MASS
ACTION and TRADE UNIONISM bY the
workers. ONLY THE WORKERS CAN
FREE THE WORKERS. Fight for LAND
AND FREEDOM.
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The majority of the estimated 5 million farmworkers remain
unorganised. This is partly due to the problems of
organising small groups of workers scattered over large
areas. More importantly, farmers have been strongly
opposed to unions. ln May 1998, for example, nine
SAAPAWU members were evicted from'Alpha Farm" for
"drunkenness and laziness'. According to CO$ATU, the
eviction was enforced by seven armed men in paramilitary
uniforms. The men, who claimed that "evicting farm
workerg was their job", threatened the workers, and
assaulted one. Overali, fifty workers were evicted. This is
clearly union bashing. Farrners -both the old White
agricultural u:nions and the National African Farrners
Union- have opposed even the mild and flawed laws to

When farmers act this way, they are continuing a long tradition
of repression and violence against Black workers- a pattern
that helped break the last big union on the farms, the ICU
(lndustrialand CommercialWorkers Union; in the 1920s.
There have been more than 763,000 jobs lost in the farming
sector over the past four years, according to the Central
Statistical Service'g figures released in August 1998. The
figures showed a reduction in the number of employed down
from 1,4-million to just 637,000. According to Graham
Macintosh, chairman of the bosses' Kwazulu-Natal Agriculturai
Union (Kwanalu) job losses will continue. This is because the
furmers are competing on regional and international markets,
and are therefore trying to cut costs,

Erazil is perhaps the only country in
the world with a higher level of
inequality than $outh Africa (not
that any countries fare well). Today
less than 3% of the population owns
almost fwo thirds of all farmland.
More than half of the farmland,
however, lies unused.
ln the last elections, the usual lying
promises were made that there
would be land redistribution. But
noihing has been done by the
government (no sutprise there, all
governments serve the rich).
Landless peasants and workers
have taken the best step - they took
matters into their own hands. The
story starts in 1985, when a small
group of desperate peasants
squatted on unused plantation land.
They managed to defend
themselves against attacks by

The government then agreed to give
this land to the peasants, who have
set up a co-operative (worker
controlled) farm employing 1,432
people.
lf the politicians were hoping this
would be the end of matters, they
were dead wrong. The 1985
occupation helped spark a mass
movement of landless peasants and
workers. This is called the MST- the
Movement of Landless Workers.
ln 1997, 60,000 people nrarched for
two months to the capital city Brasilia
to demand land redistribution. They
were also marching to comm€morate
the anniversary of a massacre at El
Dorado dos Carajas, ln thi$
massaffe 19 people occupying a
hrm were killed by military police.
Since 1988, over 960 people have
been killed in land disputes.

$uccesses. 200,000 landless families
have successfully taken back 7 million
hectares of land. At the moment,
another 50,000 fumilies are camped
near empty land. Even the urban
homeless have been inspired to squat
unused city buildings.
The MST has even set up a natisnal
pirate radio station, calling on the poor
to organise themselves, and not rely
on the government's promises.
Workers of South Alrical The road
wlll be long and hard, but why don't
we learn from our Brazilian
comrades? Dan't wait far the
governffient! The poor must take
back the landl

Poster from Spanish Revolution I 936:
"Worker! Peasantl Unite for Victory"

and hired thuos for two However, there have been

ln the end, however,4ull land redi nevef take while we live
under the caBttalist system. Under capitalism, all wealth (land and factories
and mines and buildings) is held by the bosses. ln oiher words, unequal land
ownership is built into the system. And it is protected by all the power of the
system: courts, government, political parties, big business. Government is a
tool of the bosses and defends unequal land ownership.
Only when workers create a libertarian socialist society will land go the
workers" ln the early days of the Russian Revolution (1917), and also in the
Spanish Revolution (1936), workers sotued the land question by chasing the
farmers away and running it through village committees. ln the Spanish case,
7 million workers took the farms and ran them through worker collectives.
Such change requires a revolutionary warkers hovement an the land'
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Fire the Bosses- Workers Must Manage the Factories, Mines and
Farms through their Trade Unions

job shedding in all major sectors of
the economy.
. Overall, jobs have fallen by

1,230,000 since 1995
o Farming: jobs have fallen from

'1,5 million to 750,000 over the
last four years.

r Mining: at least 200,000 jobs
have been shed over the last two
years. This has taken place
despite a two-year productivity

The companies that are still going are
trying to cut their costs so that they
can keep making profits. One way of
cutting costs is to cut back on the
number of workers employed through
"workplace restructuring" - either by
using fewer workers to do more, or by
replacing workers with machines.
Government policies around the world
during the current crisis are making

agreement between the National
Union of Mineworkers and the mine
bosses.

r Overall, the number of jobs is at the
level it was at in 1984. ln other
words, although the population has
grown over the last fourteen years,
job creation has simply not kept
pace. Only 1 in every ten school
leavers finds work.

unemployment worse. These policies,
which take the form of GEAR in South
Africa [see GEAR article on p. 20 for more
detailsJ, involve privatisation, cut backs in
the public sector, and allowing in cheap
exports which undermine local industries.
WORKERS CONTROL
Unemployment is built into capitalism and
will only end when capitalisnr is replaced
by real socialism. We do not mean the
thing that existed in Russia. We mean
iibertarian socialism under workers control
brought about through revolutionary trade
union action to take over the factories,
offices, mines and farms (anarcho-
syndicalism).

lby'rhr

The job crisisi whaf is the sotution?
South Africa is in the midst of an
unemployment crisis unprecedented
in its history. There at least 5 million
jobless. The official unemployment
rate is 30o/a, but ihe actual
unemployment rate varies between
different areas. ln some locations,
unemployment is near 80%.
The unemployment is being
increased by a massive process of

politicians.

BOSSES
Capitalism creates
unemployment. Even a healthy
capitalist economy has a lot of
unemployment. The bosses always
make sure that there are some
workers without jobs. This is so that
they can use the unemployed as
scabs during strikes, and as a way
of controlling workers who
want to fight back: "You can
go and compiain with the
jobless at the roadside!"
The bosses create more
unemployment by using
machines to take jobs.

CRISIS
Capitalism is a very unstable
system. lt goes through
periods of growth and
periods of crisis. The whole
world's economy went into a
crisis in the early 1970s.
This includes South Africa.

We live in a capitalist society. This The crisis is still going on today.
society is controlled by big During this period of crisis,
companies, and by the government. unemployment has become even
Both of these structures concentrate worse. This is because many
wealth and power in the hands of a companies have collapsed or shrunk
few- the ruling class of bosses and their operations.

BoEr Off - lt frlakrt Morc' lrnra
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The bosses and the government say that low wages will
lead to more jobs. This is in GEAR (government) and the
SA Foundation (big business) poiicies. Both government
and business made this argument in their submissions to
the Presidential Job Summit this year.
What they are saying is that wages in South Africa are
very high. Also, workers have many rights, such as
paternity and maternity leave. All of these rights make
workers very expensive to hire" ln fact, they make workers

too expensive to hire, and so bosses have decided not to hire
more people because this will cost too much. ln other words,
unemployment is being caused by very expensive labour.
So as a solution to unemployrnent both the government and
the bosses are calling for a so-called "flexible labour market".
\Mat this means is that wages and working conditions must
be reduced to the levelthat is acceptable to employers.
Thrs-arsunnenils-aie

8 reasons
The argument that a "flexible" labaur market and
We say this for the following reasons
ONE: Wages in South Africa are
already very low. The bosses say
that South African workers get paid
much more than workers get in
other developing countries. This is
not true. lf you look at the wages of
ordinary Black workers, they are
lower than the wages of ordinary
workers in similar countries such as
Mexico, Braziland South Korea. ln
fact there are many workers in
South Africa who -even under the
collective bargaining agreements -
still earn only R500 a month. This
includes labourers in the metal
industry and municipalworkers. The
situation is even worse for
unorganised workers.
T\lVQr Unemployment is growing in
South Africa despite low wages. ln
the last two years, 1 in every ten
jobs in South Africa has been lost.
Sectors with particularly big job
losses are farming and mining. But
in both sectors wages are very very
low. For example, many
farmworkers earn under R100 a
month, yet they are still being fired.
So low wages are not a guarantee
of a job.
THREE: There are many
unemployed people in South Africa
who would be glad to work for a low
wage. Many people are so
desperate that they will take any
job. They are not expensive. Some
will even work for only food. But
they still do not get jobs. How can it
be that these workers are
unemployed beeause they are too
expensive when in fact they will
work for very low wages?
FOUR: lf you look at different
countries across the world, you will

wages make more

see that low wages do not make more
jobs. The countries which have the
lowest wages are also the countries
with the most unemployment. For
example, Zimbabwe and lndonesia.
Low wages do not lead to more jobs.
ln fact unemployment leads to low
wages. Let me explain. lf there are
many unemployed people who will
work for any wage, then those
workers with jobs are willing to accept
low wages because they are afraid if
they strike that unemployed people
will take their jobs. Low wages always
go hand in hand with high
unemployment- low wages do not
make more jobs.
FIVE: Also, if you look internationally
you will see that those countries with
the highest wages are also those with
the least unemployment. For example
Sweden. This is because if there are
manyjobs, then the boss cannotjust
hire and fire workers, he has to treat
workers better so that they will stay in
his firm.
SlXr lf wages for existing workers are
made lower, then there will be even
more unemployment. Let me explain.
Workers use their wages to buy
goods. The goods are made in
factories. lf workers can buy many
goods, there will be a lot of work in the
factories,-and more workers will be
taken on. lf workers wages are cut
then workers will have even less
money to spend. This will lead to the
factories making less goods, which
will lead to workers being laid off. So
low wages will in fact lead to fewer
jobs.
SEVEN: lf wages are cut the boss will
have more money to hire more
workers. This is true. But who says

that the boss will put the money into the
factory to make more jobs? ln South
Afriea, the bosses have been putting their
money into machines which replace
workers, or they have been using their
money to buy up existing companies-not
in expanding their own factories. So they
do not make more jobs, they just make
more money for themselves.
EIGHT: The labour laws in South Africa
already allow flexible labour markets. For
example, the Basic Conditions of
Employment Act makes many promises to
workers including allowances for night
shift, paid maternity leave and so on. But
the Act also says that these conditions can
be flexibly applied to different firms. So the
laws already allow flexibility.

OPPOSE FLEXIBILIry!
MORE WAGES! MORE JOBS!
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foreigners
Every worker must condemn attacks on

On September 3, 1998, a march organised by the
conservative "Unernployed Masses of South Afriea"
organisation murdered three immigrants on a train near
Pretoria, The marchers were carrying placards with signs
such as "We Want Jobs, Not Foreigners", and threatened
to "take steps". These "steps" included the brutal murders
of three Senegalese: one was thrown out of a window, and
hit by an oncoming train; the other two were electrocuted
on the train roof when they tried to escape.
Every worker must oppose this thuggery. /f is fhe bosses
who fire the workers, not the immigrants. The foreigners
are workers, like ourselves. They have the same concerns
as we do- so why should we murder our fellow-workers? lf
we spend our time hating the immigrants, we forget the
real enemy, the bosses who mercilessly oppress and

exploit us. The bosses are mostly South African- but this does
not give us anything in common, lnstead of fighting
immigrants, we must fight the bosses who control the country.
And in this fight, we must UNITE with the immigrants. So long
as the immigrants are unorganised, discrirninated against, and
terrorised by the police, they can be used by the bosses
against other workers.
It is the old game of DIVIDE AND RULE. The bosses want
workers to fight immigrants to make the unions weak, As soon
as we organise the immigrants, and fight for their basic human
rights, we become stronger, and the mighty working-class
movement for socialism grows. AN INJURY TO ONE
WORKER IS AN INJURY TO ALL WORKERS,

ONE: This thing of immigrants
causing crime is a blatant lie. ln
1996 only 257 Mozambicans, 65
Zimbabweans and 94 Lesotho
citizens were arrested for criminal
offences. And only ONE Zairian
and SEVEN Nigerians were
arrested for drug dealing. This
shows that the vast majority of
crime is by South Africans. The
main reason why immigrants are
arrested by the police is for not
having the proper papers. That is,
they are arrested for not carrying
a pass. This is absolutely
unacceptable in a post-apartheid
South Africa.
11lO: lmmigrants actually benefit
the country they come to. Many
have skills or money, and create
work for other people. lmmigrants
also buy goods in the economy, and
this helps boost the economy and
create jobs in the industries that
produce these goods.
THREE: Foreign workers have
helped to build this country. Even
today these workers are very
important to the mining industry
which is the lifeblood of the
economy. lt is the mining industry
which raises money for the country
to import the machinery needed to
industry and farming. So these
immigrants are important to
sustaining the amount of jobs we
have at the moment.

FOUR: Unskilled immigrants do work
for very low wages. However, this
problem is caused by greedy bosses
who want to sweat blood from

workers, The solution to this problem
is not to attack the immigrants. lt is
precisely because the immigrants
have no rights, and are always living
in fear of the police that they are
willing to accept these bad wages. lf
they try to organise for better
conditions, then the boss threatens
them that he will call the police. lf
South African workers also oppose
the immigrants, they become even
more vulnerable, and therefore even
more attractive to greedy bosses. The
solution is to organise the immigrants
into the trade unions and fight for their
rights. lf we oppose the immigrants
we play into the bosses' hands, we do
their dirty work of making the
immigrants into cheap labour.

FIVE: We are all workers and we must
stand together. lf we are divided, we are
weak. A working class united will never be
defeated. Therefore if we organise and

unite with the imrnigrants we will be
stronger. lf we are with the
immigrants, all workers will benefit
because the bosses will not be able to
divide us and rule us. We all have the
same basic interest: organising to
fight for a better life. We are one elass
of people.
SIX: On principle we must oppose all
racism in the workers movement. We
must not be like the white workers in

1922 wha went on strike against the
black miners getting jobs. Nol We
have long fought against racism. Let
us not now be racist against other

workers just because they come from
another country or because they speak
another language.
SEVEN: Workers don't own the country-
the bosses do. And the government acts
to help the bosses. lf we think of ourselves
first and foremost as South Africans, then
we can easily forget that our real enemy is
not the foreigners, our real enemy is at
horne-the bosses. We are not one nation
with one common interest- the South
African nation is deeply divided into rich
and poor, and to fight for a common South
African interest is to fool ourselves"
South African and foreign workers must
unite againsf fhe bosses " All people should
be free lo go where they please, without a
dompas in the form of an lD boo4.



Unions must organisS the unemployed
About 30% of all economically active people in Sauthi$frlca dre unemployed, ,The trade unions musf organise the
unemployed into unions. There is no reason wny,the.Unbn@yed ffiuld be,,bft isolated and suffering.
7he bosses and gavemment are responsible for,eawing ingrypls l,, , ffi d warkers should pressure

Right-wi ng "Socl'a I Movements for Unemployed" :
Deadly danger to workers movement

Over the last two years, right-wing unemployed
movements have emerged. These movements are
opposed to the organised working class. The Malamulela
Social Movement for the Unemployed says that unions
cause unemployment by fighting for workers rights.
Therefore it fights for LOWER wages. lt also wants a
"Free Trade Zone" in Johannesburg. This is a zone in
which workers have NO legal rights at all. Malamulela is
totally wrong when it thinks low wages will make more jobs
(see next article). lts anti-worker and anti-union politics
take it into the arms of reactionary forces like the
Democratic Party (with whom it has had joint rallies) and

the bosses organisation, the South African Chamber of
Business. Only the bosses will benefit from anti-worker and
anti-union policies.
Another right-wing unemployed movement is Unemployed
Masses of South Africa. This organisation is best known for
leading a rally in September under the slogan'We Want Jobs
- Not Foreigners". The rally culminated in the murder of three
Senegalese people on a train. The foreigners are not taking
the jobs- the bosses are.(see article on next page). We must
UNITE with foreign workers against the enemies of the
working class. lF THE UNIONS DO NOT ORGANISE THE
UNEMPLOYEg THE R|GHT-WNG WILL.
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Bad Boy's Club:
The "Non-Aligned Movement" and

Mass Murder in the Third llUorld
The SABC adverts proclaimed it "the biggest peace
movement in the wodd". With police motorcycle sirens
wailing, 467 brand new stretch limousines foliowed by
secret service agents in 4x4s drove at breakneck speed
through Durban towards luxury hotel suites. The cops had
hustled the street kids off the pavements out of sight of the
foreign TV cameras. Snipers adorned rooftops and recces
prowled the sewers below. The bad boys of the Non^
Aligned Movement were in town for their R75-million
debating society party.
Peace movementl Hal lf you believe that, you need your
head read.
NAM founder lndia and arch-rival Pakistan were there,
having recently flexed their muscles in a display of idiotic,
genocidal behaviour by conducting tit-for{at atomic bomb
tests that ihreatened to plunge Asia into nuclear war.
The United States- the only government insane enough to
have actually committed atomic genocide - was there as
an ''observer" of 1998's most dangerous neighbourhood
argument,
So too were Ethiopia and Eritrea whose guns were only
just cooling after having belted the hell out of each other's
civilian populations. And let's not forget the "Democratic"
Republic of Congo where dictator and tribalist Laurent
Kabila was backstabbing his fsrmer allies.
Talk of "democracy" and
human rights" was hot air
lar the media. Take
Burma, where the ruling
State Law and Order
Restoration Council

ln many countries in Africa, the rich are called "wabenzi", '
meaning those who ride Mercedez Benz. The workers and poor
have nothing in common with the thugs and big-shots of the NAM

bitter murder
campaign against working and poor people under the guise of
a fake "war on drugs". $outh Africa sold them R1B4-million in

arms.
What about Sudan, where a Muslim fundamentalist regime
has outlawed any social group that is not a state organ? Well,
we sold them R7,4-million in arms. And Algeria, where civil
war between the tenorist junta and the terrorist opposition has
seen entire villages wiped out and has cost well over 60,000
lives? R11-million in arms.
And this is not even to begin addressing the violent anti-worker
neo-liberal "New Worid Order" which most of the NAM elite are
welcoming with open arms: privatisation, casualisation, flexible
labour, cuts in education and health spending.
So who heads up this nest of vipers? Well, South Africa of
course, which has tried to use the buzz word of "African
Renaissance" to cover the stench of its role as an exporter of
death and oppression (identical to its role during apartheid,
except that thanks to the end of the arms embargo, we are
now able to sell killing equipment to more countries than ever
before). President Nelson Mandela made it quite clear on his
last visit to Asia - when oppressed people were desperately
expecting him to take a hard line in defence of human rights -

that South Africa wili trade with anyone- even dictatorships.
The NAM summit saw South Africa trying to play a leading role

in sub-Saharan Africa
as a regional powet-
broker, a sort of
overseer cracking the
whip on countries seen
as not toeing the neo-
liberal line, a strategy
which should endear it
to the United States,
the World Bank and the
lnternational Monetary
Fund.
Both the 1995
Rwandan genocide
(which saw SA assault
rifles used against
civilians) and the 1998
$ANDF-lead invasion
of Lesotho show that
working class and poor
people in the region
and elsewhere in the
world face the very real
threat of finding
themselves staring
down the barrel of a

South African-made
gun. (*arms sale
figures: Sunday Times.
June 28, 1998).

crushes all minority ethnic
groups and any attempt at
democracy. South Africa
has helped prop up this
anti-worker reign of terror
by selling the junta R1-
million in arms between
April 1994 and February
1998. Or lndonesia,
where a brutal 'regime

which climbed to power on
the corpses of perhaps a
million murdered teftists,
still gluts iiself at the public
trough, jails trade
unionists, and commits
genocide in East Timor.
Our bosses sold them
R1,9-million in arms over
the same petiod.
Or former NAM chair
country Colombia, where
the regime, with United
States backing, wages a
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Tambia: "Democratic" Politicians Get Fat as
Bosses Starve the Workers

blame, Led by Frederick Chiluba,
of the

ln 1991, there were elections in
Zambia. 8ut this so-called
"democracy" is a sham that
self-enrichment at the
working class Zambians
found themselves ti
frying pan into the fire
After seven yu"r, 

"ilayoffs, government and
foreign exploitation, 86
the population lives
poverty line and
appears to be near colla
CRISIS
Between lndependence
in 1964, and the 1991
Zambia was under the
Kenneth Kuanda, whose
economic policies
the agricultural sector:
low food prices, and so
farming and flooded the

of basic
: mielie meal went

between 1991 and
period, the value of

by 325 percent. Job
under Chiluba's

mme, which, critics
some viable state-
shut down and the

rates.

equipment and
the once vibrant
run by the

problem f:{''bin g COSATU.
SOUTH AFRICA
South African busi
buy up the cheafi' , Zambiari
econorny. $hoprite ovvns the
country's biggest supermarket chain

{and workers are allegedly striP-
searched if anything goes missing);
and white South African right-wing
farmers have bought up extensive

farmlands in the north, some importing
nasty habits like s,1'ambok&rng workers or
pouring acid on them.
As always, these liberaleconomic policies
have only benefited a tiny elite which lives
in luxury compounds bristling with satellite
dishes and secluded behind three-metre

walls topped with electric fencing
compounds are designed to protect

loeal and foreign oppressors from the
popular revolt that they know will one day
be visited on them for the damage they
have done.
ASINIMALI
Outside those walls, Zambia is dying: the
University of Zambia and Allied Workers'
Union said it had buried five rnembers in
two weeks, all frorn malnutrition-related
problems. "We eat perhaps once a day,
sometimes once every two days, and drink
water in between," one shop steward said.
They had still not been paid their salaries
for the previous month and there is every
indication ihe university will be forced to
close in 1999 because of a lack of funds.

owes over R44-billion to foreign
the lMF, the World Bank

rs, Foreign reserves held by the
of Zambia have fallen more

rnillion since December - to the
in six years - largely due to
debt.

credentials of the new
are doubtful. Freedom is

law, which renders any
of citizens, even chess

licensed by the state
at least yearly by police.

are that Zambia faces
collapse: state executions

again last year after a break of
years; the state-owned media

attention from the gloomy economy
covering the trial of a handful of plotters

in a pitiful coup attemPt last Year
war in next-door

, and in

Angola, the not even
have diesel for its , and

people are ire if
force"Sill exists. lf mes, it will b$ia
bfoody battle for Zambia's minerals' lt is

the common people in dusty townships
like Kalinga-linga who will suffer. Only
resrslance lo ffie efifes wha rule the region

a
to

economy was also
entirely on the
mines. So when world
collapsed in the mid-1
never recovered. ln
dependent on loa
lnternational Moneta
The loans however
condition that g

sector jobs, and c
education spending.
KUANDA
Although there
government control
this did not
socialist, because
workers sontrol of
a government el
againsl workers un
that "class the
the biggest tn pred
Under Kuanda, rneq
high. ln Zambia in: 74, the top

S16ve put th
greedy elilr

es in by
salvation i

got 35% of
1983, the
national i

Movement for
Democracy (MMD)

I income. By
got SAa/o of
{J. Hanlon,

Multi-party
is also to

Apartheid's Front).

cHt
Sut all thd.la#ountry's ills cannot be
blamed o.#ilbast policies. The post-
1991 government- headed by the

and to their wars is a way forvvard.
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NIGERIA:
death of a tyraht, death of a democrat r

but no freedom until capitalism is dead too!
Ordinary Nigerian people
took to the streets in
celebration on June 8
after hearing that
murderous dictator
General Sani Abacha,
54, had died of a heart
attack. Abacha's death
brought to an end a four-
year iron-fisted reign that
saw the hanging in 1995
of activist Ken Saro-
Wiwa and eight others
who had dared to speak
out against the
oppression of the
workers and the poor by
wealthy western oil
drilling companres
exploiting Nigeria.
ABIOLA
But Abacha was swiftly replaced by
Nigeria's ninth military dictator,
Abdusalam Abubakar, a career
soldier trained in the United States
and Britain like so many Third World
strongmen, who immediately
ordered seven days of national
mourning for Abacha. Abubakar
then appeased the regime's critics
by releasing several jailed unionists
and activists. Then on July 7, Social
Democratic Party leader Chief
Moshood Abiola, 60, who was jailed

I NTrRJI'NATIONAN
DOG BOr,)

after apparently winning the 1993
presidential election, conveniently
died of a heart attack during a visit by
American officials. Abiola was no
angel: a multimillionaire shipping
tycoon who used his military friends to
try for the presidency, he boasted four
wives and 19 girlfriends and was
widely believed to have stolen millions
intended to upgrade Nigeria's
telephone system. Supporters of the
corrupt Nigerian state claimed that

Abiola was the only leader able
to unite a country deeply divided
between the largely Christian
Yoruba and the mostly Muslim
Hausa. But Nigeria does not
need more robber-baron
leaders. lt needs a strong
workers movement to organise,
rise up and throw off the yoke of
capitalist-sponsored terrorist
dictatorship.
GOVERNMENTS LIE -
PEOPLE DIE
At the Organisation for African
Unity summit in Burkina Faso
shortly after the dictator's death,
his cronies who oppress other
African countries underlined
exactly what they had in mind
with their vision of an "African
Renaissance" when they paid

their respects to the man who ordered the
detention without trial of pro-democracy
activists, jailed newspaper editors for
reporting the truth, and whose police shot
dead at least 10 workers dead during
May Day celebrations earlier this year.
The Nigerian regime earlier this year tried
to whitewash its image by sending armed
forces to Sierra Leone on the West Coast
to oust another military junta and install
United States- approved "democracy"
(i.e. protection of western mining
interests).

ABUSES OF THE NIGERIAN DICTATORSHIP
Abacha the Butcher was even nominated for a Nobel Peace Prize by his sipporters, but the opposition United Action
for Democracy - an umbrella of 26 human rights and pro-democracy groups in Nigeria - strongly opposed this stupid
suggestion. The UAD listed Abacha's crimes as:
1. The arrest and detention without trial of Abiola.
2. The arrest and secret military trials of pro-democracy activists.
3. The hangings of Saro-Wiwa and the Ogoniactivists.
4. The closing of newspapers and secret military trials of journalists for "plotting to overthrow the state".
5. The banning of some unions and the detention of union leaders following a strike in the oil industry to protest the
political crisis.
6" The expulsion of student activists and the imposition of military- appointed administrators in the universities.

7. The death in prison of ousted General Shehu Musa Yar'adua and the sentencing to death of other opponents.

8. The overruling of the courts and the law by the arnny.

9. The promotion of conflict between tribes and between the Muslim north and Christian south.
10. The plundering of national resources and the collapse of social services due to officially tolerated corruption.

Amnesty lnternational notes that there are "scores of prisoners held in life-threatening copditions in Nigeria's jails" and

has urged Abubaker to release Nigeria's 250-plus prisoners of conscience - those jailed simply for their beliefs like so

many South Africans were under apartheid.
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Big international companies support
Nigerian dictatorship

Nigeria's military dictatorships
have all drawn strength from
he international oil companies
like Royal Dutch Shell and
Mobil whose operations earn
he country 80o/o of its national
budget (about R51,5-billion a

/ear). The wealth of the
dictators and of the American,
British and French oil
rcmpanies is directly derived
hom the continued class
rnequality of the Nigerian social
economy.
Despite all their rhetoric about
Cemocracy, the big capitalist
sowers like the USA are
Jesperate to ensure that this oil
rxploitation does not falter, and so have never taken up
he obvious weapon of sanctions to force the army to quit.
t would be all so easy, but the profits are just too fat and

the capitalists fear that the power vacuum
created by the removal of a strongman will
cause the country to split in half. The US,
which imports half of Nigeria's oii
production, has not banned the sale of
arms to Nigeria's fascist military either:
profits before people is their motto.
Abacha's corrupt regime allowed Nigeria's
once vibrant agricultural sector to decay.
What was once the world's biggest palm
oil industry has collapsed. Cocoa output
halved since the 1960s, rubber production
has fallen.
Abacha's legacy has is a country pinched
between demands by the capitalist
overlord lnternational Monetary Fund that
Nigeria slash its already threadbare social
services and public sector- which will lead

to more popular unrest - and the threat of a coup by fat-cat
army officers terrified of any challenge to their power and
looting of the country.

l-his is the country that Abubakar
akes control of. He has signalled
tis readiness to comply with the
JS's and European Union's
nsistence that there be "a genuine
ransition to civilian rule" by October
LOf course, what the US and the
:U really want is a civilian ruler
nstalled in Nigeria to prevent the
vorld's seventh-largest oil export
ndustry from being disrupted by
hose who want an end to
ppression. They don't care that the
fl industry is the main exploiter of

The Western capitalist governments
want democracy in name only:
continued rule of the chiefs, military
brass and company bosses - not real
control of Nigeria's assets by the
Nigerian workers. And already, the
local strongmen and robber barons
have been scrambling to create new
"democratic" political parties.
ln August, Abubakar flew to South
Africa where he was honoured at a
state dinner. But his change from
military unifcrm to a flowing white

robe for the cameras should not fool
anyone. He is no angel and his backers
remain the brutish armed forces and the
capitalist exploiters.
We support a move from military
government to parliamentary rule. This
will create better conditions for the
working class and peasants to organise
for further struggle.
ln the end, however, only free socialism
(anarcho-syndicalism) can redistribute
wealth and power in Nigeria- and across
the world. The solution is not a "good"
governnnent but workers power.

Our comrades: the AWARENESS LEAGUE of Nigeria
tligeria, Africa's most populous country, with 104 million
rcople, has only had 10 years of civilian rule since
ndependence from Britain in 1960. lt is hardly surprising
hat here we find the biggest anarcho-syndicalist
:rganisation in Africa: the Awareness League. From its
'oots as a radical student's group, the League has
recome directly involved in the Nigerian workers'struggle,
rnd now has more than 1000 members across Nigeria.

Some members are rotting in Nigeria's inhumane prisons.
Others have written a book, African Anarchism'the history
of a movemenf, that clearly shows a way out of Africa's sad,
battered love affair with brutal military dictatorships, cruel
capitalism and so-called "socialist' exploitation: libertarian
socialism. The League is an affiliate of the lnternational
Warkers' Assoctaflbn, an anarcho-syndicalist organisation
formed to fight capitalism through revolutionary trade union
activism worldwide.
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Lesotho
From our corespondent on the spot

The tiny rnountain state has been in
the news over the past weeks
following the $eptember 22 military
invasion by South African and
Botswanan troops and the
subsequent looting spree, which
saw the centre of Maseru, reduced
to a smoking ruin. The invasion took
place after mass protests against a
rigged election spilled over into the
virtual collapse of the government
and a split in the army.
WI.IOSE PEACE?
The invasion was widely named a
"peace mission" by the bosses'
media. But SA Defence Minister Joe
Modise virtually admitted at ihe
funeral of one of the eight working
class South African soldiers killed in
the fighting that the operation was
meant to be the first field test of the
new integrated SANDF "as a
fighting force".
The claim by the $outhern African
Development Community (coalition
of bosses governments) that the
intention was to "restore
democracy" (a vague term that can
be used to justify almost anything)
is shown up as a lie by the fact that
the $A military was preparing for
the invasion a full six months before
the electoral crisis even began in
May.
Newspapers owned by the capitalist
elite - and even the SA Communist
Party {$ACP)- have backed the lie,
clainring that "anarchy" had broken
out in Lesotho. Had law and order
collapsed? Had govemment been
replaced by direct democracy and
worker control?
THE PEOPLE ARMED?
Was the mutiny by rebel soldiers in
the Lesatho Defence Force in the
week before the invasion actually a
cfass war in defence of demacracy?
Well, the mutiny definitely had a
class character. Privates and non-
commissioned officers ousted the
fat-cat generals, inctuding Lt-Genl

Mokhule Mosakeng, at
gunpoint, first jailing them,
then forcing them to flee
into exile in South Africa.
This was a brilliant
example of direct action by
the exploited. The soldiers
were upset that
democracy in Lesotho had
been undermined by the
top brass who had been
bought off by the
politicians, with bribes like
the "gift" of farms in the
Free State. ln other words,
poorly paid working class
soldiers (27 of whom were
killed by SANDF troops in the
invasion) revolted against their
corrupt, undemocratic bosses. The
argument that the mutineers intended
to seize power for a military
government (thus justifying the
invasion) is not true. The intention o{
the mutineers seems to have been to
force a serious review of democratic
promss in Lesotho, not to stage a
coup,
The unexpectedly strong resistance to
the invasion showed how
passionately they believed their cause
was right, Unfortunately, this class
war was severely crippled by the
opposition parties who used the
mutiny (which carries the death
penalty) to prop up their own dubious
clairns to take power in Lesotho i.e, to
be the "legitimate" exploiters of the
Basotho people.
CHAOS?
Was there chaos or violence when
there was no government? In other
words, was the collapse of the
government a bad thing?
No. Even the petit-bourgeois store
ownerc who lost their businesses in
the looting were convinced that while
the government in Lesotho had in fact
been paralysed since the disputed
May election, the Basotho people ran
the territory themselves, without any

need for a parasitic elite telling them what
to do. This was not libertarian socialist
economics at work, however, because
capitalism rernained unchallenged, but
the anti-political, self-organising social
aspect of socialism from below was in full
swing.
The fact is that for six months, there was
no effective govemance in Lesotho - yet
there was very little chaas or disruption.
The violent backlash in the last days of
September was in direct response to the
foreign military operation to suppress
Basotho civil initiative and protect South
African economic interests in Lesotho.
CLASS WAR?
Was there a class war or grassroots
palitical reason for the rioting and laoting?
Well, the rioting seems to have begun
because the $ANDF invaded the palace
grounds, a place viewed as a sanctuary
by many Basotho. The rioting was heavily
influenced by this cultural rnistake by the
SANDF, and by political opportunists who
fanned the flames. But there was a lot of
genuine street opposition to foreign
military powers intervening in the
workings of Lesotho society, no matter
how troubled. The looting was largely
"opportunistic", not class- conscious: help
yourself to a new TV while you can. But
in a gountry where even the aid
organisations admit the poor benefit
hardly at all from the miltions pouring into
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Community) has been in the news a lot.

SADC has intervened militarily in both

Lesotho. SADC is a regional coalition of governments, and

its members are the governments of Angola, Botswana,

Lesotho, Malawi, Mauiitius, Mozambique, Namibia, South

Africa, Swaziland, Tanzania, Zambia and Zimbabwe'

SADC pretends to sfand for "democracy" and

"development". But the truth is different' Many of the

SADC governments, such as Swaziland and Zimbabwe,

have along history of political oppression. And all of the

SADC govlrnmenis are anti-worker. ln October 1997,

SADC issued a statement called the \Mndhoek

Declaration. This statement said that "the private sector

[is] the locomotive of economic development," and that

safely, freely and ProfitablY".
Wnaitnls means is that the bosses will play the main role

in the economy, and that government must keep the

bosses happy' 
)olicies such asln practical terms, the statement means p

GEAR: privatisation, cuts in health and education

spendingi cuts in public sector jobs, more VAT and PAYE'

less coripany tax, and low wages and few labour laws to

frotect work'ers ("flexible" labour). Alt of these policies

mean less jobs and less money for the w-orking class'

Zimbabwe's form of GEAR (called ESAP) has seen mass

cuts in education speniing (down to the level of 1980)'

n".ftn care (down igyo in 1Ss+-s;, and jobs (22,000 jobs

lost in the prjUtic sector; 33,000 in private industry)'

Development
ln particular,
Congo and

ess requlres ... a it can develoP
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ln June 1996, the ANC-led
government adopted the Growth,
Employment and Redistribution plan
(GEAR) This plan promotes
policies, which blatantly serve the
needs of bosses at the expense of
workers and the poor. The
government's adoption of GEAR
marked its commitment to "free
market" policies.

WHAT IS GEAR?
GEAR is the ANC government's
strategy to promote social and
economic development. lt replaces
the RDP. The government argues
that the best way in which to
"develop" South Africa is to promote
"economic growth" (i.e. to increase
bosses profit). ln other words, there
must be a "good investor climate"
(things must be good for the
bosses), and this will lead to better
times. There will be more jobs, and
more money to spend on services.
But if one takes a close look at
GEAR's policies it is clear that if
government's policies will ensure
that bosses get fat while the poor
and working class are condemned
to poverty and hunger.
GEAR says: cuf back government
spending especially publie secfor
wages and jobs, and socialservices
(haspitals, schools, pensions).
. Education and free primary

health care will mean very little
if hospitals and schools are over
crowded, have no money, have
no resources (no beds or
books) and are understaffed.

. Tertiary education will become
much more .expensive and
bursaries will be cut. Thus
making it impossible for
workers' families to attend
university or technikon,

. Pensions will remain extremely
low.

. There will be very little money
for building houses for the
homeless.

GEAR says: privatise slafe assefs.

. With the privatisation of state
assets, basic services will only
be provided to those who can
pay (e.9. electricity).

. Many workers will lose their
jobs or be forced to accept
wage restraint because the
bosses and the government aim
to cut costs and privatise
government assets.

o Workers wilf have to pay more
for services, such as transport

GEAR says: The tax on fhe bosses
companies and personal income will
be reduced. Taxes like VAT will
increase.

" lnstead of the rich and middle
classes paying higher rates of
tax than the poor, the poor will
pay more tax than the rich will.
This means that workers pay a
disproportionate amount of tax
and will shoulder the burden of
supporting the govern ment.

GEAR saysj Drop exchange
controls and trade barriers to open
the economy to foreign imports.
r Workers will lose their jobs or

be forced to accept low wages
as bosses try to make their
companies more competitive
with cheap imports by cutting
labour costs.

GEAR says: Workers to agree to
wage restraint (workers must not
demand higher wages), flexible
labour markets (less regulations
and protection) and increased
productivity (workers must work
harder).
r Less pay, hatder work, worse

conditions, less worker rights
OPPOSE GEAR
It is clear that if workers and the
poor want a better life we must not
accept GEAR. But Trevor Manuel
has stated that GEAR's policies are
non- negotiable and every one must
accept it. COSATU leaders say that
they will try to influence the
government's economic policy by
talking to their allies in the alliance.

We say, we cannot wait for
negotiations and must resist GEAR
now on the shopfloor. We must take
up mass action and strike against
the implementation of GEAR!
WORKERS MUST DEMAND
r An end to cutbacks in health,

education, welfare, pensions,
housing and infrastructure.

. An end to privatisation
r An end to increases in VAT,

trade liberalisation and high
interest and bank rates.

. A Living wage and an end to
wage restraint.

. An end to retrenchment and
unemployment. We demand
more jobs.

. That COSATU be independent
of all politicat parties so it can
fight for the workers

2A


